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This work shows a study about the structure of the cycles contained in a Minimal Strong 
Digraph (MSD). The structure of a given cycle is determined by the strongly connected 
components (or strong components, SCs) that appear after suppressing the ares of the cycle. 
By this process and by the contraction of all SCs into single vértices we obtain a Hasse 
diagram from the MSD. Among other properties, we show that any SC conformed by more 
than one vértex (non trivial SC) has at least one linear vértex (a vértex with indegree and 
outdegree equal to 1) in the MSD (Theorem 1); that in the Hasse diagram at least one linear 
vértex exists for each non trivial maximal (resp. minimal) vértex (Theorem 2); that if an 
SC contains a number X of vértices of the cycle then it contains at least X linear vértices in 
the MSD (Theorem 3); and, finally, that given a cycle of length q contained in the MSD, the 
number a of linear vértices contained in the MSD satisfies a > |_(q + 1)/2J (Theorem4). 

1. Introduction 

A minimal strong digraph (MSD) is a strong digraph in which the deletion of any are yields a non strongly connected 
digraph. In [5] a compilation of properties of MSDs can be found, and in [6] an update of the catalog of properties is given, 
together with a comparative analysis between MSDs and non directed trees, from which a striking analogy between the two 
families of graphs emerges. 

The configuration of cycles of an MSD determines, among many other things, the characteristic polynomial of its 
adjaceney matrix and, therefore, it is very important for the spectral theory of this family of graphs [5,6]. It is also related 
to algorithmic problems that, restricted to MSDs, can present unexpected properties, given the strong analogy that exists 
between this family of graphs and trees [6]. In this way it is interesting to study the length / of the longest cycle in an MSD, 
relate this parameter with the number of ares and design an algorithm that calculates it quickly. Given the number n of 
vértices and the number m of ares of the MSD, it is known [4] that 

m 
n + 1 

< / < 2n 

and that these bounds are tight. The authors also relate the parameter / to the number of linear vértices [1] of the MSD. 
The structure of a cycle Cq of length q in an MSD D is determined by the strongly connected components (strong 

components, SCs) of the digraph D' that appear after suppressing the ares of the cycle. The contraction of these SCs generates 



an acyclic digraph that, having no transitive ares because it comes from an MSD, is in fact a Hasse diagram. We analyze the 
properties of this Hasse diagram and its vértices (which are SCs of the digraph O). 

The outline of the article is as follows: In Section 2 we set up notations and discuss some basic properties. In Section 3 
we introduce some basic properties of the SCs of D' and present an algorithm that calculates the number of configurations 
of these SCs. In Section 4 we prove the results included in the abstract. Finally, in Section 5 we draw some conclusions. 

2. Notation and basic properties 

In this paper we use some concepts and basic results about graphs that are described below, in order to fix the 
notation [2,5,6]. 

Let D = (V, A) be a digraph. \í(u,v) e A is an are of D, we say that u is the initial vértex and v the final vértex of the are 
and we denote the are by uv. We shall consider only directed paths and directed eyeles. 

In a strongly connected digraph, the indegree and the outdegree of every vértex are greater than or equal to 1. We shall 
say that v is a linear vértex if it satisfiesd+(j;) = d~(v) = 1. 

An are uv in a digraph D is transitive if there exists another uv-path disjoint to the are uv. A digraph is called a minimal 
digraph if it has no transitive ares. 

The contraction of a subdigraph consists in the reduction of the subdigraph to a unique vértex. Note that the contraction 
of a cycle of length q in an SD yields another SD. In such a process, q — 1 vértices and q ares are eliminated. 

A vértex nona digraph is called a cut point if the deletion of v and all its incident ares yields a disconnected digraph. 
Some basic properties concerning MDSs can be found in [2,3,5,6]. We summarize some of them: In an MSD with n vértices 

and m ares, n < m < 2(n — 1); the contraction of a cycle in an MSD preserves the minimality, that is, it produces another 
MSD; henee, if we contract a strongly connected subdigraph in a minimal digraph, the resulting digraph is also minimal; 
each MSD of order n > 2 has at least two linear vértices; in an MSD with exactly two linear vértices, each of them belongs 
to a unique cycle; furthermore, these eyeles are C2 or C3.The next result will be explicitly used insome of our proofs. 

Lemma 1 (/6/). Ifan MSD contains a cycle C2, then the vértices on the cycle are linear vértices or cut points. 

A strong component (SC) is a maximal strongly connected subdigraph. A trivial strong component is an SC that contains 
only one vértex. Note that every SC is a subdigraph induced by the set of its vértices. 

Let D be an MSD and Cq a cycle contained in D. The digraph associated to (D, Cq), D', is the resultant digraph after 
suppressing in D all ares of Cq. The anchored SCs of D' are the SCs that contain vértices of Cq. The contraction of all SCs of 
D' yields an acyclic digraph H with no transitive ares. Henee, H is minimal and can be seen as the Hasse diagram of a partial 
ordering. We cali H the Hasse diagram associated to (D, Cq). A vértex on H is minimal (resp. maximal) if its indegree (resp. 
outdegree) vanishes. Henee, minimal vértices on H correspond to initial strong components of D', and maximal vértices on 
H correspond to terminal strong components of D'. We say that a maximal or minimal vértex of H is non trivial if it has at 
least one incident are. 

3. Basic properties of the anchored SCs of the digraph associated to (D, Cq) 

Let D be an MSD, Cq a cycle contained in D and D' the digraph associated to (D, Cq). Therefore, D' is not strongly connected 
and its SCs may contain vértices of C, even more than one. Note that any SC is a minimal digraph. 

In this section we show some results obtained through an algorithm. This algorithm has been designed to exhaustively 
compute all possible SC configurations of the associated digraph D' for 2 < q < 19. We have computed only non isomorphic 
SC configurations of the associated digraph D'. 

In order to compute all possible SC configurations we have considered all possible connections between vértices of Cq 
and we have discarded the configurations in which at least one are of Cq has become transitive. Finally we have calculated 
and preserved only one canonical representative for each isomorphism class. 

But, before passing to the description of the algorithms, we need some results on the SC structure that we demónstrate 
below. 

Lemma 2. Let D be an MSD, Cq a cycle contained in D and D' the digraph associated to (D, Cq). An anchored SC of D' cannot 
contain consecutive vértices of Cq. Henee, the number X of vértices of Cq in a given anchored SC of D' satisfies 1 < X < [|J. 

Proof. Suppose that an SC has two consecutive vértices u and v. Then, the are uv would be transitive, contradicting the fact 
that D is an MSD. 

Let now S be an SC that contains a number X of vértices of Cq. Then, S cannot contain consecutive vértices of Cq, and henee 
X < [|J.The other inequality, 1 < X, is straightforward. 

Definition 1. Let D be an MSD, Cq a cycle contained in D and D' the digraph associated to (D, Cq). We say that two anchored 
SCs of D' are cut if each one of them has two vértices in Cq, U\ and u2 in the first and v\ and v2 in the second, such that the 
order of these vértices inthe cycle Cq i su i , . . . , v\,..., u2,..., v2,..., U\. 



Fig. 1. Realization of a SC having p vértices in Cq. 

Lemma 3. Let D be an MSD, Cq a cycle contained in D and D' the digraph associated to (D, Cq). Iftwo anchoredSCs of D' are cut, 
they cannot have consecutive vértices in the cycle Cq. 

Proof. Let u and v be vértices contained in Cq. Suppose that u and v are consecutive vértices of Cq and are contained in 
distinct SCs of D', u e SQ and v e SC2, that are cut. Then, the are uv would be transitive, contradicting the fact that D is an 
MSD. 

Now we present the algorithms that we have implemented. Each SC configuration is represented by an integer number 
array with length q, that we have called CompV and should verify the following properties: 

(1) CompV[k] represents the SC to which the vértex k belongs. 
(2) 0 < CompV[k] < q for all 0 < k < q (the máximum number of components is q). 
(3) CompV[k] ¿ CompV[{k + 1) mod q] for all 0 < k < q (by Lemma 2). 
(4) CompV[0] = 0 (given a SC configuration, there is always a numbering of the SCs that verifies this). 
(5) CompV[k] < 1 + max{CompV\j] I 0 < j < k} for all 0 < k < q (given a SC configuration, there is always a numbering 

of the SCs that verifies this). 

The first algorithm implements the "Next" function that, starting in the initial configuration, generates all the SC 
configurations. Every time it is executed it calculates the following configuration to the current one. It generates all SC 
configurations in lexicographical order of the CompV array. The initial and final configurations are as follows: 

(1) Initial: [0,1, 0 , . . . , 0,1], if q is even, or [0, 1, 0 , 1 , . . . , 0 ,1 , 2], if q is odd. 
(2) Final: [0, 1, 2 , . . . , q - 2, q - 1]. 

Algorithm 1. Next function 

(i) Lócate (looking for from (q — 1) to 0) the first Índex k that allows to increase the valué of CompV[k]. The Índex k is the 
first that verifies 

CompV[k] < max{CompV\j] I 0 < j < /<}. 

(ii) If k = 0 return NULL (There are no more configurations. The current and final configurations are the same), 
(iii) Assign a new valué to CompV[k], comp¡(: 

_ ÍCompV[k] + 1 if CompV[k - 1] ^ CompV[k] + 1 
compk - | C o m p y [ k ] + 2 [fCompV[k - 1] = CompV[k] + 1 

(iv) Assign valúes to CompV\j] for k < j < q: 

0 if j" ^ q - 1 and CompV\j - 1] ^ 0 
1 iíCompV\j- 1] = 0 
1 if j = q — 1 and CompV\j — 1] ^ 1 
2 if j = q — 1 and CompV\j — 1] = 1 

CompV \j] 

(v) Return CompV. 

Algorithm 1 generates all the SC configurations that verify Lemma 2, i.e., configurations in which no SC contains 
consecutive vértices of the cycle Cq. According to Lemma 3, configurations containing SCs that are cut and have consecutive 
vértices of Cq must be discarded. It is easy to prove that every SC configuration verifying Lemmas 2 and 3 is feasible as MSD. 
Fig. 1 shows a way to build the SCs. 

To preserve only a canonical representative we have implemented the "Canonical" function, that considers the q arrays 
that are obtained when fixing each one of the positions of the circular array CompV as origin. The canonical representative 
will be the least of them, using lexicographical order. 



Table 1 
Number of configurations of SCs of the digraph associated to (D, Cq). 

<¡ Num. of SCs Q Num. of SCs 

2 1 11 162 
3 1 12 427 
4 2 13 1016 
5 2 14 2 836 
6 5 15 7 432 
7 6 16 20579 
8 16 17 52 622 
9 28 18 159172 

10 43 19 449390 

Algorithm 2. Canonicalfunction 

(i) Copy CompV in CompC (CompC is going to be the canonical array). 
(ii) ForeveryO < k < q: 

o Calcúlate Aux = [CompV[k], Idots, CompV[k + q — 1]] (Índices mod q). 
o Renumbering the SCs oí Aux so that CompV properties hold: 

• Initialize ReN\j] = 0 for 0 < j < q (to indícate whether vértex j is renumbered or not). 
• NewComp = 0. 
• Forj = 0 toj = q — 1: 

* If ReN\j] = 0 (the vértex j is not renumbered), then: 
* Comp = Aux\j]. 
* Forj < k < q do: if Aux[fc] = Comp and ReN[k] = 0: 

<>Aux[k] = NewComp and ReN[k] = 1. 
* NewComp = NewComp + 1. 

o If Aux < CompC in lexicographical order, copy Aux in CompC. 
(iii) Return CompC. 

Table 1 shows the obtained results. Note how the number of SC configurations of the associated digraph D' increases 
exponentially as q grows. 

From the experimental data, we conjecture that the number of anchored SCs of D' has |_(<J + 3)/2J as a lower bound. 

4. Properties of the SCs of the digraph associated to (D, Cq) 

Throughout this section, we keep using the notations introduced in the first sentence of Section 3, adding the Hasse 
diagram H. If S is a SC of a digraph D', we shall denote by s the corresponding vértex of H. Now, we state and prove our main 
results. 

Remark 1. Let D be an MSD, Cq a cycle contained in D and D' and H the digraph and the Hasse diagram respectively associated 
to (D, Cq). Let s i , . . . , Sj be a path in H and u and v vértices of D such that u e Si and v e S¡. Then it is obvious that there 
exists a uv-path in D passing by Si , . . . , S¡_i and Sj. 

Lemma 4. Let D be an MSD, Cq a cycle contained in D and D' and H the digraph and the Hasse diagram respectively associated to 
(D, Cq). Then a cycle with no linear vértices in D cannot be an SC of D'. 

Proof. First, we state that an SC S corresponding to a maximal or minimal vértex of H contains at least one vértex of Cq. 
In fact, if S is a maximal (resp. minimal) vértex in H, there are no output (resp. input) ares from any vértex of S to any 

vértex of any other SC (resp. to any vértex of S from any vértex of any other SC). There is at least one SC different from S, 
because D' is not strongly connected. The strong connection of D implies that there exists an are leaving (resp. entering) S. 
This are must belong to Cq and consequently S contains at least one vértex of Cq. 

Now, let S be an SC and let u , u€Sbe two distinct vértices such that there exist ares ua and bv in D with a,b<¿S. Then 
there exists in D a uv-path that does not contain ares of S. 

Indeed, let us start in Si = s and walk through H, leaving s\ through the are SiS2 (where S2 is the SC containing a), until we 
findamaximalvertexonH:si,s2,..., Sj. Accordingto the paragraphabove.inS, there must exist at least one vértex ofCg,say 
w. Then by Remark 1 there exists a uw-path in D. Now we start again in s\ = s and we walk through H in opposite direction, 
leaving s through the are s'2s\ (where S'2 isthe SC containing b), until wefind a minimal vértex of H:s'k, s'k_1,... ,s'2, s'v Again, 
S'k must contain at least one vértex of Q,, say t.Then we obtain a tu-pathinD (applying Remark 1 to the paths¡{,..., s'2,s\). 
It is obvious that there exists a wt-path in Cq. Therefore there exists a uv-path in D (obtained by the concatenation of the 
uw-path, the wt-path and the tv-path) that does not use ares of S. 

We prove now that a cycle C with no linear vértices in D cannot be an SC of D'. Let a cycle C be an SC of D' and let us 
consider by contradiction that it does not contain any linear vértex on D. In that case, each vértex of C should either have 



an input are from or an output are to an SC different from C, or else be contained in Cq. Henee C must contain at least two 
consecutive vértices u and v suchthat: l)ubelongstoCg orthere is an areua inD witha <¿ C; and 2) v belongstoQ, orthere 
is an are bv in D with b <¿ C. 

It is thus clear, as we have shown above, that in D there exists a uv-path that does not contain ares of C. As a consequence, 
the are uv contained in C would be transitive in D. This fact contradiets the minimality of D and completes the proof. 

Theorem 1. Let D be an MSD, Cq a eyele contained in D and D' and H the digraph and the Hasse diagram respectively associated 
to (D, Cq). Then, any non trivial SC of D' with at most one vértex of Cq has at least one linear vértex in D. 

Proof. Let S be a non trivial SC of D' with at most one vértex of Cq. Let k be the number of vértices in S. We prove the result 
by induction on k. 

Base step: If k = 2 thenS is the eyele C2 and Lemma 4 implies the result. 
Induction step: Let S be an SC conformed by k + 1 vértices (k > 2) which has at most one vértex of Cq, and suppose 

by induction hypothesis that any SC with at most k vértices which has at most one vértex of Cq contains at least one linear 
vértex in D. 

If S is the eyele Q<+i then Lemma 4 implies the result. 
Suppose that S ^ C¡(+1. Then S contains a eyele C of length p, 2 < p < k. Assume that C does not contain any linear vértex 

in D (otherwise there is nothing to prove). S must contain at least one vértex that is not contained inC. The contraction of C 
in a unique vértex, say z, produces another MSD D that maintains the eyele Cq (because S contains at most one vértex of this 
eyele), and another SC S belonging to the digraph D' associated to (D, Cq). The number of vértices of S is equal to k — p + 2, 
where 2 < k — p + 2 < k. Henee, by induction hypothesis, S must contain at least one linear vértex in D', say u. Since z 
represents C, which has no linear vértices, it must beu ^ z because, in D, degree(z) > 3 (if k = 2, each vértex of C2 has 
degree > 4, since, by Lemma 1, both of them are cut points). Therefore, u is a linear vértex in D. 

The proof is thus complete. 

Remark 2. Let D be an MSD, Cq a eyele contained in D and D' and H the digraph and the Hasse diagram respectively associated 
to (D, Cq). Let uv be an are of H. Then the corresponding SCs of these vértices u, v of H cannot simultaneously contain vértices 
ofQ. 

Lemma 5. Let D be an MSD, Cq a eyele contained in D and D' and H the digraph and the Hasse diagram, respectively associated 
to (D, Cq). Then H has at least one linear vértex for each pathjoining a minimal vértex to a maximal vértex. 

Proof. Let uo,. . . , u¡ be a UoUj-path in H joining a minimal vértex Uo with a maximal vértex u¡. 
We begin by remarking that j > 2. In fact, suppose there is an are in H joining the minimal vértex u0 to the maximal 

vértex u\. In the proof of Lemma 4 we have shown that both U0 and U\ must contain vértices of Cq, which is impossible by 
Remark 2. 

Let us now suppose, by contradiction, that there are no linear vértices in the UoUj-path. Henee, d~(u\) = 1 or else the are 
u0Ui would be transitive in D. In fact, if v\ is the minimal vértex reached by walking in reverse direction from u\ using an 
arciijiii different from u0Ui (such an are exists because ofd~(tii) > 1) thenau0Ui-path(not containing the arcu0Ui)canbe 
obtained by concatenation of au0üi-path with the uitíi-path. 

Then, d+(u\) > 1, since d~(u\) = 1 and we are assuming that u\ is not linear. Let u'¡ ^ u2 be the vértex defined by the 
corresponding are U\u'[ e D. 

Now the following result will be proved for all u¡, 2 < i < j : d~(tij) = 1 and there is an are UJU" with u" ^ ui+í. To 
show this, the following reasoning is applied iteratively for each vértex, starting from u2. First, we remark that d~(tij) = 1. 
Otherwise, the are Uj_itij would be transitive in D, because an Uj_iUrpath would exist, not containing the are u¡_iii¡. In fact, 
let Vi be the minimal vértex that is reached walking in reverse direction from u¡ starting with an are u'¡Ui different from 
Uj_itij (such an are exists, since d~(tij) > 1). Let w¡_i be the maximal vértex reached walking from u¡_i starting with the are 
UÍ-IU"_V Then an Uj_iUrpath would be obtained by concatenation of the Uj_iWj_i-path with the Wj_ij;j-path and with the 
üjUj-path. 

Besides, d+(u¡) > 1 alsoholds, because d~(tij) = 1 and, by hypothesis, u¡ is not a linear vértex. Let u" ^ ui+í be the vértex 
defined by the are UÍU" belonging to H. 

Finally, let us show that the are u,_iUj is transitive. In fact, let w,_i be the maximal vértex reached walking from u¡_\, 
starting with the are u¡-\u'!_v The Uj_iUj-path obtained by concatenation of the Uj_iWj_i-path and the w,_iUj-path proves 
that Uj^Uj is transitive. This fact contradiets the minimality of D and concludes the proof (see Fig. 2). 

Note that the linear vértices resulting from the lemma above cannot be the first ñor the last vértex of the original path. 
Let D be an MSD, Cq a eyele contained in D, and D' and H the digraph and the Hasse diagram respectively associated 

to (D, Cq). We cali pseudominimal (resp. pseudomaximal) vértex of H to any vértex corresponding to an anchored SC 
with outdegree (resp. indegree) greater than 0. Note that a pseudominimal vértex which is not minimal has to be also 
pseudomaximal. Note also that an anchored SC must be either pseudominimal, pseudomaximal, or trivial. Finally, we remark 
that the proof of Lemma 5 is also valid for paths whose endpoints are pseudominimal or pseudomaximal vértices. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of Lemma5. 

Theorem 2. Let D be an MSD, Cq a cycle contained in D and D' and H the digraph and the Hasse diagram respectively associated to 
(D, Cq). Then, the number of linear vértices of H is greater than or equal to the number of pseudominimal (resp. pseudomaximal) 
vértices of H. 

Proof. Let u\,..., u¡( be the pseudominimal vértices of H. For all u¡, 1 < i < k, consider a u¡j;¡-path from u¡ to a 
pseudomaximal vértex v¡ of H. Applying Lemma 5, let w¡ be the first linear vértex that appears in this path. By the construction 
usedin the proof ofLemma 5, the vértices w\,..., u^canbe showntobedifferenttoeachother. Infact, givenau¡, 1 < i < k, 
the vértices of the u¡u;¡-path cannot belong to any of the paths Ujiíj-path (1 < j < k,j ^ i) because the indegree of each 
vértex is 1 or 0 (u¡). This fact implies the result in the pseudominimal vértices case. An analog demonstration ofLemma 5, 
and the previous result, but starting in the pseudomaximal vértices, concludes the proof. 

Remark 3. Lemma 5 also holds if we consider paths with end vértices in Cq and contained in SCs in which all cycles include 
vértices of Cq. 

Theorem 3. Let D be an MSD, Cq a cycle contained in D and D' the digraph associated to (D, Cq). An SC S of D' that contains a 
number X > 1 of vértices of Cq has at least X linear vértices in D. 

Proof. Let u 0 , . . . , uX-\ be the X vértices of Cq belonging to S. Let D be the MSD obtained from D after iterative contraction of 
the cycles that do not include vértices ofCg. For each vértex u¡,0 < i < X, consider a u¡u¡+i-path (i module X) inD. Remark 3 
proves that each u¡u¡+i-path has at least a linear vértex in D and that, if w¡ is the first linear vértex in the u¡u¡+i-path, the 
indegree of all vértices of the u¡u;¡-path (not consideringu¡)is equal to 1. This implies, inturn, that the vértices w0,..., wx-\ 
are all different. 

To get back the configuration of D we can iteratively expand, in reverse order, the vértices obtained as a result of 
contraction of the cycles. Throughout this process we update the linear vértices w¡, 0 < i < X, in the following way. Let 
x be the vértex to expand, and Cx the generated cycle as result of the expansión. If x is not a linear vértex, there is nothing 
to update. However, if x is a linear vértex, it is necessary to prove that a new linear vértex exists in Cx. Let X\ and x2 be the 
vértices of Cx that define the input are and the output are respectively in Cx (there are exactly 2 because x is a linear vértex). 
If the length of Cx is greater than or equal to 3, or the length is 2 and X\ = x2, then Cx has a linear vértex. It remains to 
analyze the case where Cx has length 2 and X\ ^ x2. In this case, we have that Cx = C2, neither of the two vértices of Cx is 
linear, because they both have a total degree greater than or equal to 3, and neither of them is a cut point because X\ and x2 
are connected by a path, coming from any cycle that passed through x before the expansión of Cx. This situation contradiets 
Lemma 1. Therefore, this case is not possible and the proof concludes. 

Theorem 4. Let D be an MSD and Cq a cycle contained in D. Then, the number of linear vértices of D is greater than or equal to 

Proof. Let D' and H be the digraph and the Hasse diagram, respectively, associated to (D, Cq). Let n\ be the number of vértices 
of Cq that constitute trivial SCs, and that are not both maximal and minimal. Let a be the number of linear vértices of D. Each 
one of the vértices of Cq not counted in ni belongs to a non trivial SC and, by Theorems 1 and 3, either contributes with a 
linear vértex or is itself a linear vértex in D (if the vértex is a trivial SC which is both maximal and minimal). Besides, the 
máximum between the number of pseudomaximals and the number of pseudominimals of D' is greater than or equal to 
|~ Y ] . Therefore, by applying Theorem 2, we obtain 

a>q-ní + \^]=q-[^\ 
The mínimum of the right term of the previous inequality is reached when n\ = q and henee 

9 + 1 
a > q • Lfj-rn 



5. Conclusions 

The deletion of the ares of a cycle Cq in an MSD and the structure of the SCs in the obtained digraph D' gives an insight 
of the possible ways in which a cycle can be imbedded into an MSD. Some interesting properties of MSDs can be derived 
from this procedure. In fact, it has allowed us to prove that an MSD containing a g-eyele must have at least |_(<J + 1 )/2J linear 
vértices. We think that further work on this direction will lead to a deeper understanding of the cycle structure of MSDs, and 
henee of the spectral properties of this family of digraphs. 
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